
As the abortion pill is becoming more widely
available pregnancy centers will see more failed

abortions and Abortion Pill Reversal cases.
Currently, we estimate 1,734 per year in America.

We’ve experienced the impact that follows. These
unique situations need an extra layer of sensitivity

and long term emotional support. We can help!

You are there for HER

Training for your staff 
Support for your center
Resources for the woman and their 
     survivor baby long term
Referrals to your center
Connection to support if the abortion 
     pill reversal doesn’t work as hoped

5 reasons to partner with
Abortion Survivors Network

as a pregnancy center:

We are here for YOU

Who We ARE
The Abortion Survivors Network is the only support

and advocacy organization worldwide for the babies
who have survived abortion and their families. Since
2019, the Abortion Survivors Network has connected
with nearly 650 survivors, healing them with healing
groups, empowering them with community support,

and equipping them to find and use their voice.
Where you see abortion survivors in the media, at

events, or in policy hearings, the Abortion Survivors
Network is the driving force.

 
Discover more at abortionsurvivors.org



Do offer empathy and that you are there to help
Do acknowledge that her emotions may feel 
     complex
Do let her know that she is not alone
Do let her know that support groups with other 
     women exist 
Do assess and address the circumstances that 
     lead to abortion
Do offer reliable and accurate information 
     about her medical options
Do reach out to medical, mental health, and 
     social worker support
Do encourage her to follow through with 
     medical treatment plan
Do reach out to ASN for referral to our programs 
     or ask questions
Do share with ASN about a survivor for reporting 
     purposes

TIPS for how to help
a woman who experiences

failed abortion or has taken
the abortion reversal pill:

TIPS

DO

Don’t tell her other women who love to be in 
     her position
Don’t coerce her to make an adoption plan
Don’t underplay her feelings or tell her what 
     to feel
Don’t underestimate the fact that the 
     internet and medical professionals 
     recommend a second abortion after
     a first has failed 

DON'T

Sign Up for ASN Training 


